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Networks, Cognition and Ethnography

Thomas Schweizer 1949-99

One of the leading European anthropologists, a devotee of network research, cognitive and comparative anthropology, is dead at the age of forty nine. Thomas Schweizer, Director of the Institute of Ethnology at the University of Cologne, Germany, died on March 1, of complications resulting from Leukemia.

For his outstanding work in science and institution building, Schweizer became the first anthropologist ever to win the prestigious Leibniz five year award of the DFG (Germany's NSF) in 1995. The Leibniz award provides young senior scientists with “nonbureaucratic” funding in the “prime time” of their academic careers. Schweizer - free to choose what to do with funding - dedicated it to launch a major project on networks and cognition involving graduate students at Cologne and colleagues from abroad - Irvine, Florida, Paris and Caen. While he supported 7 graduate students to do fieldwork and to write their Ph.D. thesis under that common framework, he took the time for theoretical and comparative, empirical synthesis. The first major outcome was a book published in German on “Patterns of Social Order: Network Analysis as a Foundation for Cultural Anthropology” (Muster Sozialer Ordnung 1996). A second book, on Social Networks and Ethnography: Rethinking the Foundations of Social/Cultural Anthropology was in progress as the finale to the project. In the manuscript, he argues that the fundamental building blocks of society, economy, politics and communication are networks of actors connected by such ties as kinship, friendship, economic exchange, and social support. Network analysis is able to arrive at structural descriptions of patterns of social action as well as explanations of strategic action and their complex outcomes. The explanatory model is enriched and grounded, however, when cognitive anthropological methods are used to elicit actor schemas that circumscribe the decision-making of actors within network constraints. The network paradigm not only accounts for structure and dynamics of social action internal to a

---

1Thanks to Margarete and Nikolaus Schweizer, as well as Michael Schnegg and Michael Casimir for their help in putting together this brief biography.
society/economy/polity or local context, but is used to represent the embedding of local cases in the larger context through specific patterns of network ties.

The evolution of Schweizer's visionary approach to network thinking and empirical approaches in anthropology can be divided into three overlapping phases of his career. I) First came his dissertation and subsequent work on comparative (cross-cultural) testing of anthropological theories. II) Next, his fieldwork with Margarete Schweizer in a village in Java, publication of numerous ethnographic articles on Indonesia, and the culminating publication as a book of his Habilitation thesis which qualified him to enter the tenured professorial ranks. III) Third, beginning with some analyses of his Javanese materials, he turned to processual, structural and network analysis and undertook a rigorous integration of ethnographic and comparative work.

I. Cross-Cultural Research 1968-1983

Thomas Schweizer began his career at Cologne in 1968/69 under Dr. Ulla Johansen, and became Institute Director in 1973. After completing his thesis in 1975, he published his dissertation on “Methodological Problems of Cross-Cultural Research” in 1978. As a cross-culturalist myself this was when I became aware of his work: we had as a Ph.D. candidate at Irvine, another Cologne student, Waltraud Kokot, and she agreed to help me review the book (in German) for the American Anthropologist (1980). The book was translated and published by HRAF press in 1987. In between Schweizer published a wide range of cross-cultural studies. Methodologically, he covered data quality controls (1978), the use of scaling, regression, and factor analytic methods (1978a,b, 1980). Theoretically, he tested Whiting’s puberty and initiations hypotheses (1978c) and correlates of alcohol use (1981). Finally, in an introduction to Ethnological Research (1983), his chapter provided an introduction to cross-cultural methods. His work represented a high point of methodological and theoretical sophistication in the anthropological development of cross-cultural studies.

II. Javanese Fieldwork (1978-), Habilitation (1984) and Cologne Reappointment

Schweizer brought his quantitative, hypothesis-testing orientation to ethnographic analysis in his 1978/9 and 1984 fieldwork with Margarete Schweizer, who was skilled both in ethnography and linguistics. The fieldwork resulted in a large number of publications which ranged from empirical methods in fieldwork (1981), qualitative methods (1987) and economics (1980, 1985, 1989) to issues of stratification (1985). This work culminated in his Habilitation (Reisanbau in einem javanischen Dorf 1984) which was published in 1989. He moved on to a Heisenberg Stipend at Cologne (1984-86), to a Professorship at Bayreuth (1986) and then a permanent position at Tübingen 1986-1990.

In 1988, with Cologne colleague Hartmut Lang, Schweizer was funded by the DFG to conduct a grand tour of cross-cultural research projects in the U.S. (HRAF, Irvine and elsewhere) as part of a funded research project on causes and consequences of conflict that combined cross-cultural studies with six ethnographic field studies by University of Cologne/Tübingen graduate students. This trip provided my first face-to-face discussions with Thomas, and led to my invitation to the DFG funded conference on conflict in Bad Godesberg. The most enjoyable scholarly year of my life was the subsequent invitation to join Schweizer at Cologne as an Alexander von Humboldt
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awardee, at Schweizer's nomination. Between cross-cultural, longitudinal, and social networks research, we had a lot in common.

While still at Tübingen, before his reappointment at Cologne as Institute Director, Schweizer's work branched out to include network analysis (1988, 1989), the study of social change (1990) and methods of cognitive anthropology applied to the belief system of a Javanese mystic (1988). His 1989 edited book on Network Analysis: Ethnological Perspectives (in German) included his introduction on network analysis as a modern form of structuralism and chapters on network analysis of his Javanese village kinship, economic and religious ties as well as network analysis by microcomputer.

It was through a friend, K.H. Reuband, that Schweizer’s attention was drawn to network analysis very early in his undergraduate years, about 20 years before he started publishing in the field himself. Edward Laumann - back then a visiting professor at the University of Cologne - advocated Clyde Mitchell’s book on Social Networks in Urban Situations as opening a new paradigm to structural analysis. A friend told Thomas Schweizer about the book, which greatly influenced his thinking on anthropology. Cologne sociologists Rene Koenig, Erwin K. Scheuch and Rolf Ziegler, another network researcher, also had a major role in shaping Thomas's understanding of social science, as did his study of psychology.

More or less two decades later network analysis, social change, longitudinal studies, world systems, and discrete structure analysis, as an enrichment of ethnographic analysis, came into focus in his own research. His early work on some of the latter topics included studies on process analysis in ethnology (1989), social change in the previous century in Indonesia (1990), trade networks and state development in the early colonial regimes in Southeast Asia (1991), and radical social change in Communist China (1991).

III. Processual, Structural and Network Analysis: the Directorship years (1990-)

The Cologne Institute of Ethnology built by Johansen and Schweizer functioned as undoubtedly the finest and most cooperative anthropology department it has ever been my pleasure to witness in my 35 year career in anthropology. I made every effort to return each year since 1990 to collaborate with an outstanding group of colleagues and students there. In so doing, I became by some accounts Thomas’s next closest professional colleague after Hartmut Lang, a friend of the Schweizer family, host to Nikolaus Schweizer’s "semester abroad," and a kind of ‘working member’ of the Institute.

These years, in spite of the new administrative burdens as a much beloved director of the Cologne Institute, were Thomas’s most productive. Not only was he able to continue his studies of Javanese social networks (cited above) and ritual organization (1993), but he was able to open up a number of new initiatives. These included: 1) processual analysis (subject of a 1989 article), 2) the development of network and discrete structure approaches to thinking relationally about fundamental problems in social anthropology, 3) applying networks to cross-cultural analysis as in the conflict project, and 4) reopening issues of anthropological method and epistemology at a still deeper level.

After my first return trip to Cologne after working with Duquenne in France on discrete structure analysis, Schweizer began a series of studies we had envisioned together, applying discrete
structure and lattice analysis to the problem of the dual structure of property-ownership. His *Current Anthropology* (1993) and *Indonesia Circle* (1993) articles were among the most successful applications of Galois lattice analysis to problems in social anthropology. He summarized his comparative results in a 1998 article. In 1996 he applied discrete structure analysis to the longitudinal study of structural change – looking at his revolutionary Chinese village data – in the White and Duquenne (1996) volume on Networks and Discrete Structure Analysis.

My own work on large-scale network and kinship analysis comes directly out of the days when, in a series of Cologne and Paris workshops (my sojourns to Paris being also the result of Thomas’s sponsorship for me of a Humboldt stipend), Thomas, Hartmut and I would gather with Vincent Duquenne and other social scientists in Paris to apply discrete structure analysis to social science problems. Watching Thomas grapple with a Galois lattice analysis of his Javanese kinship data led to my realization of a simpler way to model the longitudinal and partial-order relationships inherent in kinship structures, via Paul Jorion’s formalization of the p-graph. Later, hearing Hartmut describe his demographic simulation programs to a rapt audience of Parisian ethnologists in Michael Houseman’s “Kinship and Computing” workshops, it dawned on me how to do permutation tests of kinship structures as Monte Carlo simulations that controlled for demographic constants while varying marriage choices. Many of the ideas born of those days of workshops and collaborative projects have yet to appear in print, but under Thomas’s leadership a whole series of high quality contributions flowed out of Cologne that combined ethnographic research with methodology and theoretical innovations. The Humboldt Foundation and NSF jointly supported Thomas and myself from 1993-95 in a Transatlantic Cooperation program that also involved French scholars such as Degenne, Houseman, and Jorion. The 1998 Cambridge press volume on *Kinship, Networks and Exchange* was one of the results, and the initiation of a series of longitudinal cases studies of large-scale social networks for the study of social class, elites, and complex kinship systems was another.

During these years he nominated and won a second A. von Humboldt award for Russ Bernard in 1995-96. What Russ mentions in the preface of his new book reflects the same personal and intellectual hospitality I have experienced. At around the same time Thomas launched a series of new projects. He found that Polly Wiessner (Max Planck Institute, Andechs), who had done Harvard field research on the Dobe !Kung, was willing to share her kinship and economic exchange data for the !Kung. On this project, published in 1996 and 1997 articles, he enlisted Lothar Krempel (Max Planck Institute, Cologne) for his expertise in network visualizing. The results of this project, on !Xharo exchange, was a superb network analysis of an economy embedded entirely within specialized gift-giving exchange relationships.

Schweizer’s fluency with conceptual and theoretical issues, combined with flexible and insightful use of a variety of interrelated methodologies, made him a master teacher and researcher. This is reflected in all of his work. Schweizer’s depth as a theoretician becomes evident in his chapter on “Epistemology: The Nature and Validation of Anthropological Knowledge,” which appeared in Russ Bernard’s *Handbook of Method in Cultural Anthropology* (1998). The fieldwork tradition and comparative ethnology have been the unifying threads among the different theoretical and methodological schools in anthropology. How to produce valid descriptions and how to establish comparative theoretical syntheses of these descriptions are among the central epistemological problems. Positivism, hermeneutics and postmodernism/radical constructivism are discussed as major frameworks guiding anthropological research, for which three problems are addressed in terms of focal interrelationships: reality,
relativism and truth; empathic verstehen and explanation; and theory construction and cumulative knowledge.

The edited volume *Kinship, Networks and Exchange* (Schweizer and White 1998) encapsulates work being done at Cologne and elsewhere which was presented at a conference he organized in 1994. These studies link the study of decision-making and economic exchange (incorporating rational choice and game-theoretical models) with understanding cultural and individual cognitive schemata that operate within network and social structural constraints to motivate, empower and drive social action observed in richly described ethnographic settings.

His textbook on “Patterns of Social Order: Network Analysis as a Foundation for Cultural Anthropology” (*Muster Sozialer Ordnung* 1996) reviews the state of network research against the background of the various structuralisms in social anthropology. Noting the neglect of social structure in recent interpretative and postmodern theories of cultural texts, it shows the usefulness of network analysis for studying the social embeddedness of meanings and emergent social order. The final chapters review network explanations on the relations between action and structure, and introduce graph-theoretic statistical procedures for dissecting social ties.

To enable him to continue that scientific track, Schweizer became the first anthropologist to win the Leibniz Award, which is where my reflections began. With these funds he supported graduate and junior faculty research, built up the computing and library facilities of the institute, and invited a series of scholars to provide additional workshops and courses at the Institute. Russ Bernard and Michael Schnegg taught an intensive course on systematic techniques of data collection and analysis in anthropology. Lilyan Brudner and I provided workshops on longitudinal network research and multimedia ethnography. The more lengthy stays from Russ and myself were accompanied by short term visits from many other network researchers including J. Clyde Mitchell, Lin Freeman, Per Hage, Al Klovdahl, Peter Bearman, and many others.

In partial repayment of the immense generosity shown to us by Thomas and members of the Institute, we hosted a joint project in Costa Mesa – adjacent to the Irvine campus – where 12 Cologne students headed by Thomas as field director carried out a four week intensive field training session in urban network ethnography. The results were published by Schweizer, Schnegg and Berzborn (1998). The project succeeded admirably in the collection of ego-centered network data. The project design of Thomas and the students also included a test of Al Klovdahl’s ideas about random-walk networks in urban areas via weak-tie data collection. An on-the-spot reorientation in Irvine towards collecting strong tie social support data undermined that goal, but we learned a great deal about designing urban network research. Thomas had planned to follow up on what we had learned with a further urban network study in Cologne, but that was not to be.

Many social scientists in network studies and anthropology formed lasting ties with faculty and graduates of the Cologne Institute that will continue to produce research influenced by Thomas’s vision, support and his many contributions. Joint fieldwork collaborations between UCI and Cologne students in the Costa Mesa studies, for example, led to invitations of several of our students to Cologne where they have formed lasting professional and personal relationships. Conversely, we have invited some of their students and faculty to join our research projects. Thomas’s Ph.D. student Michael Schnegg, for example, joined our team doing research on Tlaxcala, Mexico. He is doing a resurvey of our community-level network study of kinship and
compadrazgo, and we already have several jointly authored analyses of the previously collected data in press.

It is not only his outstanding scientific abilities that made Thomas Schweizer such an extraordinary colleague. Just as important, he created an atmosphere where creativity and cooperation would grow. These ideas and the ties that grew in this atmosphere will live far into the future.
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